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ABSTRACT

Background The Protocol to Eliminate Illicit Trade in Tobacco Products requires all parties to establish a tobacco track and trace (T&T) system. In 2016, the European Commission held a public consultation on T&T implementation where parties were asked to respond online to 22 multiple-choice questions and were given additional opportunities to leave comments. In May 2019, the European Union’s (EU) T&T system became operational. This paper explores tobacco industry influence over and policy positions within the consultation process.

Methods We identified consultation respondents and investigated any financial links with the tobacco industry and if these were transparent. Respondent’s answers to the consultation’s multiple-choice questions were collated to explore whether industry-linked respondents held the same policy positions as transnational tobacco companies (TTCs). Associations between policy positions and respondent’s financial link status were tested using χ² and Cramer’s V tests.

Findings Of the 197 consultation respondents identified, 131 (66.4%) had financial links to the industry; 29 (22.1%) were not transparent about these links. A large number of trade associations responded (87), the majority of which (74/87) had financial links to the industry. There was a clear divide in the policy preferences of respondents with and without a financial link. Collectively, respondents with a financial link supported an industry-operated T&T solution.

Conclusions There was an extensive lobbying effort by the tobacco industry over the EU’s T&T system, with TTCs’ interests being represented repeatedly through multiple trade associations. The transparency requirements regarding consultation respondents’ affiliations with relevant stakeholders (eg, tobacco manufacturers) should be improved for future consultations.

INTRODUCTION

Article 8 of the Protocol to Eliminate Illicit Trade in Tobacco Products (hereby referred to as ‘the Protocol’) requires each party to the Protocol to establish its own tracking and tracing (T&T) system with the aim of creating a global regime for T&T tobacco products. T&T is a means of supply chain control where tobacco products are tracked through their distribution chain and, should they enter the illicit market, ‘traced’ back to determine where in the supply chain this happened. The Protocol’s T&T requirements are a response to extensive evidence of transnational tobacco company (TTC) involvement in illicit trade (including complicity in tobacco smuggling).

On 20 May 2019, following a 6-year process by the European Commission to develop and implement a T&T system, one was introduced in the European Union (EU). This process involved a public consultation, which ran from July to November 2016 (see online supplemental appendix 1 for further details on the EU’s T&T implementation process).

The EU is the largest example of tobacco T&T implementation in the world, and this consultation, to our knowledge, was the first ever on T&T where responses are publicly available.

The consultation featured 28 questions, covering five distinct issues involving the development of an EU-wide T&T system. Twenty-two of the questions were multiple choice, with the other six providing respondents with a comment box to add additional information if they so desired. Depending on a respondent’s answers to each question, sub-questions may appear asking them to provide their reasoning for a specific response in an additional comment box (table 1).

While the Tobacco Products Directive emphasised that, to meet the Framework Convention on Tobacco Control’s (FCTC) requirements, the EU’s T&T system should be transparent and ensure independence from the industry, concerns over the extent to which the EU’s T&T system meets these standards have been raised. Several members of the European Parliament, academics and non-governmental organisations have indicated that the EU’s T&T system may be in conflict with the Protocol.

The overarching concern is that the system has a ‘mixed’ governance, with the tobacco industry having key responsibilities including delegating the tasks of choosing data storage providers and auditors to manufacturers and importers of tobacco products. It should be noted however that the European Commission does have complete oversight over the data repositories and thus the ability to reject any of the industry’s selections.

Nonetheless, concerns around the independence of the system led to the International Tax Stamp Association (ITSA) filing a case against the European Commission claiming that the governance of the system breaches the Protocol. This was dismissed by the EU Court of Justice in May 2019, with ITSA filing an appeal in July 2019.
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Additionally, the Framework Convention Alliance (FCA), a confederation of organisations focused on supporting FCTC implementation, expressed similar concerns in August 2019 over the EU’s T&T system’s potential lack of compliance with the Protocol.10 In October 2019, the European Commission responded to these concerns, arguing that the EU’s T&T system ‘fully complies’ with the Protocol, with the FCA later reaffirming its view that the EU system’s delegation of tasks to the tobacco industry conflicts with the Protocol’s requirements.13

Such concerns around the EU’s T&T system’s compliance with the Protocol are furthered by evidence of TTC influence over the implementation process in the EU and beyond. In 2017, TTCs had monthly meetings with a third party, Inexto, with the minutes of these meetings suggesting Inexto had an ongoing financial relationship with the tobacco industry. The meeting minutes outlined how Inexto engaged with EU Member States and promoted industry-favoured technical standards in the lead up to the final regulations being released.20 Industry attempts to influence T&T have also been documented in national (eg, Kenya) and international contexts.11 Such efforts may reflect the potential impact that an effective T&T system would likely have on TTCs, namely, having to make increased tax payments if they do not adequately control their own supply chains. This is not an unlikely outcome given that recent evidence shows that the majority of the illicit tobacco trade at UK, EU and global levels consists of products from TTC supply chains.11

Given the concerns around tobacco industry interference in EU T&T implementation and the suggestions that this interference has led to the system potentially being in breach of the Protocol, a deeper understanding of the tobacco industry’s role in the EU T&T policy process is needed. Furthermore, given growing evidence of the tobacco industry using third parties to gain influence both in relation to T&T11 20 and tobacco policy more broadly,24 25 there is a need to better understand how that influence happens. Therefore, this paper investigates the tobacco industry’s involvement in the consultation phase of the EU T&T system’s policy progression, providing valuable insight into tobacco industry policy preferences in relation to T&T.

METHODS
Data collection
For the first stage of data collection, all submissions to the European Commission’s public consultation on the implementation of an EU system for traceability and security features pursuant to Articles 15 and 16 of the Tobacco Products Directive 2014/40/EU13 were downloaded from the EU website.26 One hundred and ninety-seven submissions were then featured in the analysis. This is less than the 351 listed on the EU website13 for several reasons. First, for this analysis, all anonymous responses and responses from members of the public were removed. Second, the European Commission website collated responses based on respondent’s self-reported grouping (eg, retailer and manufacturer) and acknowledged that ‘Some respondents indicated that they belong to more than one grouping and in such cases their responses were therefore counted towards each of the groupings indicated by them’.13 For example, if a respondent identified as a retailer and another organisation, then their single submission was counted as two, leading to an inflated number of respondents on the website.

For the second stage of data collection, each respondent was coded by sector, using a more detailed framework (see online supplemental appendix 2) than was featured in the consultation checklist. This enabled us to ensure that each respondent was coded into a single sector. The geography of respondents was also coded based on the location of their headquarters as identified in their consultation submissions, or via online searching if respondents did not provide this information. Respondent’s financial links to the tobacco industry were then systematically assessed using a process developed from pre-existing research11 20 27 28 (see online supplemental appendix 3). Given the range of respondents and the various components of the tobacco industry as a whole (eg, manufacturers, wholesalers and distributors), several categories of financial link were defined and included in the coding process (see online supplemental appendix 4). The relative transparency of respondents’ financial links was also captured. It is worth noting that even in cases where a financial link between a respondent and the tobacco industry was not identified, this is not proof that a link does not exist.

For the final stage of data collection, the respondent’s answers to the 22 multiple-choice questions (‘policy positions’) within the consultation were collected. Given the large number of responses and the fact that respondents did not always write in English, the six questions as well as subquestions that did not feature multiple-choice options were excluded from this analysis as were any supplementary materials that some respondents provided along with their consultation submissions.

Data analysis
The data analysis procedure can be separated into four stages. First, to provide an overall picture of respondents and the extent to which the tobacco industry participated in the EU policy debate around T&T, number and percentage of respondents that were found to have financial links to the tobacco industry both overall and within each of the coded sectors was calculated. The second stage involved investigation of TTC membership of the trade associations which submitted to the consultation.

Third, each respondent’s consultation answers were compared with those of the three TTCs who responded individually to the consultation (Imperial Tobacco, Japan Tobacco International and Philip Morris International) to identify if any respondents provided the same answers as each individual TTC (assessed one at a time) to all of the multiple-choice questions in the consultation. The analysis focuses specifically on the multiple-choice component of the consultation; it does not assess if any complete consultation responses (eg, including additional comments) were identical.
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### Table 1 Structure of the key content of the 2016 public consultation on the EU’s track and trace system

| Q1–6 | Five multiple-choice questions on the potential governance model of the system and a question asking for any relevant comments or suggestions. |
| Q7–12 | Five multiple-choice questions on where data collected from the system should be stored and a question asking for any relevant comments or suggestions. |
| Q13–16 | Three multiple-choice questions on what the barcode/s (referred to in the consultation as data carriers) used for the system should be and a question asking for any relevant comments or suggestions. |
| Q17–22 | Five multiple-choice questions on how much of a delay in the reporting of supply chain events should be permitted and a question asking for any relevant comments or suggestions. |
| Q23–27 | Four multiple-choice questions on how security features (eg, holograms, microprint and molecular tags) should be added to product packaging and a question asking for any relevant comments or suggestions. |
| Q28 | A final question inviting respondents to upload any supplementary material for their submission. |
The fourth and final stage of the analysis explored if there was an association between the policy positions that respondents adopted and respondents’ financial link status. It was not possible to do this using logistic regression due to collinearity in the summary scores of each policy topic. As a result, cross-tabulation of individual question answers (polytomous variables, eg, ‘yes’, ‘no’ and ‘no opinion’) with respondent’s financial link status (a dichotomous variable, either ‘financial link’ or ‘no financial link’) was conducted. 

\( \chi^2 \) (a statistical test applied to sets of categorical data to evaluate the likelihood of any observed difference between the sets) was used for each individual question to test for an association between respondent’s answers to each question and their financial link status. Additionally, Cramér’s V test, which is a rescaling of \( \chi^2 \) designed to provide an output between 0 and 1 (the larger the output, the stronger the association), was also conducted for each question. The output of this analysis identifies any statistically significant association between respondent’s financial status (either yes or no) and their answers to each question.

**Results**

**Geography of respondents**

Among all of the respondents, the UK was the most represented country (23) followed by Poland (20), Spain (19) and Germany (17). Countries with the highest number of respondents identified as having financial links to the tobacco industry were Spain (15), Germany (13), Greece and the UK (both 12) (see online supplemental appendix 5 for full list).

**Respondents’ financial links to the tobacco industry**

One hundred and thirty-one of 197 (66.4%) respondents to the consultation had financial links to the tobacco industry. Tobacco manufacturers’ trade associations were the most prevalent respondents (44/197), followed by non-manufacturing tobacco-related company trade associations (30/197) (see online supplemental appendix 6 for numbers and percentages for all sectors).

The financial link which the highest number of respondents were found to have was a link to the tobacco industry supply chain (52/131), followed by being an association with tobacco company members (31/131) and an association representing tobacco manufacturers’ interests (19/131). Twenty-nine (22.1%) of the financially linked respondents were not transparent about their links in their consultation submission or linked EU transparency register entries (see online supplemental appendix 7 for complete numbers and percentages of respondents with links and the transparency of these).

**TTC membership of trade associations**

Of the 87 trade associations that responded to the consultation, 74 (85%) had a financial link to the tobacco industry, and 19 (22%) of these were not transparent. For example, Business Action to Stop Counterfeiting and Piracy, which has a history of lobbying against standardised packaging in Australia and the EU, made no mention of tobacco companies in its consultation submission or EU transparency register, despite its membership including British American Tobacco (BAT) and Philip Morris International (PMI).

Of the 74 trade associations with a financial link, 33 (44.5%) had TTC members, though this is likely an under-representation as trade association membership is often not publicly available information. Of the 33 where at least one TTC member was identified, British American Tobacco (BAT) was a member of the most trade associations (22) followed by Japan Tobacco International (JTI) (20), PMI (19) and Imperial Tobacco (IT) (17), with considerable overlap in membership. Ten of the trade associations where at least one TTC member was identified did not disclose having any links to the tobacco industry (see online supplemental appendix 8 for list of trade association respondents with TTC members).

**Duplicate policy positions**

The complete answers to the multiple-choice consultation questions of all respondents were compared with those of each of the three TTCs who responded to the consultation (IT, JTI and PMI). Neither IT nor PMI’s full multiple-choice answers were exact matches to any other respondent’s answers. However, JTI’s were found to be exact matches with 38 other respondents, 29 of which were found to have financial links to the tobacco industry (see online supplemental appendix 9 for list of respondents with identical answers to JTI).

**Industry-favoured policy positions**

Based on thresholds from existing literature, there was a very strong association between respondents’ answers to questions 1, 3, 4, 17 and 18 and their funding status with \( p \) values under 0.05 and Cramèr’s V scores above 0.6. There was strong evidence for such an association for questions 2, 15 and 19 with \( p \) values under 0.05 and Cramèr’s V scores above 0.4 (see online supplemental appendix 10 for statistical analysis results for each question).

Of the five questions with the strongest association between respondents’ financial link status and their answers, three questions (Q1, Q3 and Q4) relate to the proposed governance model of the EU’s track and trace system and two questions (Q17 and Q18) relate to the allowed delays in reporting events (Table 2). This indicates a clear policy divide in the policy preferences of respondents with and without a financial link to the tobacco industry on these two issues.

**Governance of the T&T system**

The industry-linked responses showed majority support (103/131) for an industry operated system (which would not meet the requirements of the Protocol) and refuted that T&T is only accomplishable if the supply chain is no longer under tobacco industry control (117/131). Similarly, respondents financially linked to the tobacco industry stated that an industry-operated T&T solution would be cheaper than one operated by a third party (110/131).

Contrastingly, respondents where no industry link was identified showed a majority preference (39/68) for a third-party operated system and held that T&T is only achievable under such an approach (46/68). In relation to which system would be most cost-effective, half (34/68) of the respondents where no financial link was identified did not express an opinion, while 16/68 of them took the opposite position to that of the majority of industry linked respondents, stating that a third-party operated system would be cheaper (Table 22).

**Delays in the reporting of supply chain events**

Question 17 demonstrates a clear preference among respondents with financial links to the tobacco industry for once daily reports (100/131), and no preference between real-time and once weekly reports (both 12/131). Question 18 demonstrates that the majority of respondents with financial links to the tobacco industry wanted increased delays in reporting events (Table 22).
Most respondents where a financial link was not identified showed a preference for real-time reporting (46/68), followed by once-daily reports (20/68) and supported the efficiency of real-time reporting (48/68) (Table 2).

### DISCUSSION

#### Key findings

This paper’s findings outline an extensive lobbying effort on the part of the tobacco industry within the public consultation for the EU’s T&T system. One hundred and thirty-one of the 197 included responses were found to have a financial link to the tobacco industry, with tobacco manufacturer’s trade associations (28) being the most prominent respondent types. Over 20% (29/131) of the financially linked respondents were not transparent about their links.

In addition to three TTCs submitting individual responses (IT, JTI and PMI), at least one of the four major TTCs were members of 33 trade associations (44) and non-manufacturing tobacco-related company trade associations (28) being the most prominent respondent types. Over 20% (29/131) of the financially linked respondents were not transparent about their links.

Associations between whether respondents have financial links to the tobacco industry and their policy positions were strongest in relation to questions around the governance model of the system and the allowed delays in the reporting of supply chain events within it. 103 of the industry-linked respondents supported a solution solely governed by the industry and 100 favoured daily reports over real-time reporting of supply chain events.

Actors who were not found to have a financial link to the tobacco industry took contrasting stances on both of these issues, showing a clear divide in policy preferences between the two groups.

### Limitations

This research is limited to data that are publicly available, making it possible that some respondents’ financial links to the tobacco industry were not identified. While efforts were taken to address language barriers throughout the search process for financial links (including use of translation services and native speakers, where possible), where there was no English-language information available on a respondent, their (potential) financial links to the industry may have been overlooked.

### Policy implications and recommendations

In addition to this consultation, the tobacco industry was given a range of other formal channels to engage the European Commission, such as contributing to a targeted stakeholder consultation and providing feedback on the draft implementing and delegated acts (the legislation that details how the system should be implemented). The extensive industry input into the development of the EU’s T&T process is a reflection of the ‘Better Regulation’ regulatory reforms promoted by the European Commission. The Better Regulation principles have been criticised for favouring business-friendly policy proposals and were extensively shaped and lobbied for by BAT. Better Regulation has enabled TTCs to present majority support for policy measures, despite diametrically opposite policy measures being favoured by respondents with no financial links.

In addition to over 20% of financially linked respondents not disclosing this link in their consultation responses, many respondents did not provide suitable information for any potential links to be identified. This is an issue that the European Commission should resolve by strengthening the EU transparency register’s code of conduct to require that organisations fully disclose who their members are and who they hold memberships with.

The EU’s T&T regulations require that, currently, all operators report supply chain events within 24 hours, which was the preferred option for financially linked respondents. Their opposition to real-time reporting of supply chain events likely...
results from the potential increased cost of such a system for actors within the supply chain.

The preference of respondents who are financially linked to the tobacco industry for a T&T system that is operated solely by the tobacco industry can be viewed as an extension of TTC attempts to undermine the Protocol through promotion of their own T&T system, Codentify.\textsuperscript{31, 35} Neither the industry’s own T&T system or any other system that delegates a party’s T&T responsibilities to the tobacco industry can be compliant with the Protocol.\textsuperscript{36}

The decision to choose a mixed governance approach (which showed very minimal support in the consultation from both groups) reflects the European Commission’s view that a mixed governed system is ‘the most balanced approach considering the highly differentiated nature of concerns raised by stakeholders representing divergent interests’.\textsuperscript{37} Given the concerns that the EU system may not actually comply with the Protocol,\textsuperscript{38} other parties to the Protocol should not adopt the ‘mixed’ governance approach to T&T adopted by the European Commission.

### What this paper adds

#### What is already known on this subject

- On 20 May 2019, tracking and tracing (T&T) for cigarettes and roll-your-own tobacco was introduced in the European Union (EU).
- Previous research has demonstrated tobacco industry attempts to influence the EU’s T&T system and the Protocol to Eliminate Illicit Trade in Tobacco Products’ envisioned global T&T regime through prominent use of third parties.

#### What this paper adds

- There was an extensive lobbying effort on the part of the tobacco industry over the EU’s T&T system during its public consultation. Transnational tobacco company’s (TTC) interests were repeatedly represented through submissions by multiple trade associations.
- Several respondents with financial links to the tobacco industry did not disclose these.
- Collectively, respondents with a financial link to the tobacco industry supported an industry-operated solution that would not have met the requirements of the Protocol to Eliminate Illicit Trade in Tobacco Products. The transparency requirements regarding consultation respondents’ affiliations with relevant stakeholders (such as tobacco manufacturers) should be improved for future tobacco-related consultations.
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